
Software package: 
SAP CRM, SAP Marketing, SAP BW and 
Predictive Analytics

Belorusneft gas stations 
network loyalty program 2020



Choosing a system: 
background

Why SAP?



Sales system

Establishing contact

The customer visits a filling 
station or the website, or signs 
into the mobile app.

Sale preparation

Attracting the customer’s
attention. They are informed 

about a product or a 
promotion; a message is 

sent.

Analysis. 
Feedback

Sales analysis. Processing the feedback, 
communications from customers, social 
media comments.

Sale

Selling the product at the 
filling station, via the 

website or the mobile app.



Filling 
station

Cultivating the right consumer and behavioral patterns

Bathroom break, toilets, disposal of rubbish

Services, tire inflation, vacuum 
cleaner

A store, car accessories, 
groceries

Fuel, a choice of petrol 
types, diesel fuel, gas, 
electrical energy

Info, internet, gadget charging station, 
telephone, map

Parking, long stay car park

Cafe, fast food, coffee

Mobile Service Provider

telephone service

internet, TV, video/photo/educational hubs, 
payment services, etc.

≠

Grocery store

groceries

Ready-to-serve precooked foods, bakery, 
manufactured goods, big data on consumer 
choices, sublease

≠

≥

Banks

deposits, bank credits

Mobile services, insurance, pension schemes, 
brokers’ assistance

≠

≥

≥



Proactive sales

Aligning with the customer’s portrait based 
on non-shopping activity2

Offer7

Data generalization and processing3

SALE8

Creating the most relevant offer4

Taking secondary factors into 
consideration: seasonal changes, 

weekends, national holidays, weather
5

Communicating the information to a 
filling station operator6

Proactive sales are an up-to-date tool used to generate
additional sales, not a script an operator is forced to 
follow. It is important to keep the offer to the customer 
relevant by processing the history of shopping, non-
shopping activity, and additional factors; and to issue the 
offers simultaneously with the receipt generation.

Collecting historical data on purchases1



Ways to identify a customer

plastic card
QR code in a 

mobile app

mobile phone 

number



SAP



B2С

Managing customers’ data and segmentation
Single customer database

Single customer profile

Segmentation and analysis of the existing audience

Personalization

Loyalty policies

Bonuses

Discounts

Promo codes

Gifts

Predictive analytics

Marketing and advertising campaigns

Communication with customers
via different channels: email, sms, push, viber, mailing campaigns

Analytical reports

Software powered by SAP 2020



Marketing



Personalization

Social media
Interactions (likes, post  sharing, comments) 
from customers in social media

Transactions
Real time information on customers’ 
purchases

Behavior
Analysis of customers’ moods

Communications
8 communication channels to build a 

contact’s profile

Historical data

Full data on customers’ purchases 
over N years

Scoring
Real time assessment based on all the 

data in a contact’s profile



Studying a customer’s non-shopping activity



Analyzing the moods



A single view for a customer



Segmentation

by questionnaire data

by geographical location

by receipt analysis

by scoring

by mood analysis

by contacts with customers

by social media data



Managing the loyalty
program and the 

predictive analytics



2

3

4

5

1

Loyalty program mechanisms

Earning bonuses:

 buying fuel, related goods and food, 
depending on the level of participation;

 combined purchase;

 memorable dates;

Redeeming bonuses

Offering discounts

Buying and redeeming promo codes

 active behavior in social media;

 filling out a questionnaire;

 taking a survey.

Gifts and prizes



Predictive analytics
Two models to predict customers’ behavior:

Classification

Based on historical data of
customers’ purchases

Association

Based on the current receipt
for the customer and the 

buyer experience of 
combined purchases



Predictive analytics



Communication channels

A wide range of communication channels:

 Viber

 SMS

 E-mail

 Mobile app

Trigger-based mailing

Creating unique individual content for each customer

Analyzing the efficiency of marketing campaigns by communication channels

 Personal account on a website

 Push notifications

 Mailing campaign

 Uploading calling lists to be used by the contact center



Analytical system



Customer information reporting (customer’s card)

Full customer data:

questionnaire data

data on purchases

activities in social media

status

loyalty towards the company



FRAUD

top 5 most active 
operators

identifying abuse by filling 
station operators

5



FRAUD



RFM

Customer segmentation by:

frequency of purchases

amount of purchases

age of receipts



Leaky bucket

retention tool and forecasting customer flows

analyzing customer outflow

identifying customers inclined to leave or change the filling 
station



KPI reporting

Key performance indicators:

salescustomersdynamics enterprises



Target results



Project’s target results

By aggregated SAP industry indicators

A loyalty program member’s average receipt rise by 15%

Loyalty program members’ purchasing frequency rise by 25–30%

Sales volume rise by 10% due to implementation of recommendation 
engine

Sales conversion for related goods at gas stations rise up to 10%

Loyalty program members’ engagement in marketing activities rise up to
15%



Thank you!


